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Committee Meeting Minutes  at Chigwell Row  

21st May 2015 

I l ford  Ath let ic  C lub  

Item Notes Action 

1.  In Attendance: 

Ernie Forsyth, Nicola Hopkinson, Andy Catton, Gerry Pells, Gary 
Floate, Martin Clarke, Neil Crisp & Dianne Crisp. 

 

 

2. Apologies:    

Sukhbindar Jandhu, Wes Clarke, Carol Muir did not attend. 

 

3. Previous Minutes  -  agreed and signed as a correct version   

4. Coaching  –  There was a Coaches Meeting held on Tuesday 19th 
May, minutes to be circulated when finalised. EA Support Officer was in 
attendance. NC had an enquiry about coaching a teenage girl which 
was referred to SJ.   

ACTION AC 

 

 

 

4.1 Rascals  - No coach at present  - to be removed from agenda.  

4.2 Parents meeting workshop—meeting decided to remove from the 
agenda as nothing happening with Rascal age  group. 

 

5 Jack Petchey Administrator  

NC has found some information. NC to look at what funding can be 

used for  and report back.  

  ACTION NC.   

6 Trophies 

AC has a list of insured trophies from the last awards evening in 2009. 
AC to collate and ask for any presented trophies to be returned. It was 
clarified that nothing was left in Alan Lovett’s house. NC & Pam Jones 
checked the sealed loft and the rest of the house and sheds etc before 
the property was sold.  

 

ACTION AC 
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Item Notes Action 

7. Membership and Subscriptions 

  Kevin’s SO has been refunded to him for this year.  

 NH reported that quiet a few Juniors are still to pay their subs 
for 2015. NH to chase and approach those that are still to 
pay. 

 SCVAC— Athletes that want to run at these Meetings are able to 
run as guests (up to 4 can be declared) so no need to be mem-
bers of Ilford AC and pay any subs". 

 

 

 

ACTION NH 

 

7.1 New Members 

Four Joiners this month; Nathan Maskai, Faris Patel, Julie Gillenden & 
Kim Baxter. NH is sorting out transfer forms. 

ACTION NH 

8 Southern League  

We have the dates, which are on the website and have been emailed to 
all.  25

th
 April Braintree, 31 may Colchester, 20 June Watford, 4

th
 July 

Parliament Hill, August 15th Hemel Hempsted.  

 Gary managed to get a small team together which finished in 5th place. 
IAC were unable to cover all events at this meet. Hopefully more       
athletes will be available as the Marathon has taken place in the next 
fixture. 

 

 

 

ACTION GF 

9 SCVAC League Fixtures 

The first two  fixtures have taken place 27
th
 April Lee Valley, 18

th
 May 

Stevenage, A small team turned out and finished a creditable 4th. 

Next fixtures; 15
th
 June Allianze stadium (formerly Copthall,) 13th July 

Hemel Hempsted.  

 

 

 

 

10 Road & Cross Country 

Ian Gains has subsequently, pointed out that the National and Southern 
fixtures were not included on the fixture list. 

 

 

10.1 Harriers 

Billy Green and Robin are seeing a gradual increase in numbers attend-
ing on a Wednesday evening. Any help from current members would be 
greatly appreciated. 

Billy has suggested that a T-Shirt be available for the Harriers group. 
MC was asked to investigate a price from his contact, for a plain White 
Technical T-shirt with IAC badge and ‘Ilford AC’ lettering on the front. 

(Subsequently MC will ask for a price for 50 T-shirts) 

 

 

 

10.2 VLM Places 2016 

  NC has sent out he qualifying races and criteria for the VMLM 2016.  
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Item Notes Action 

11 Race Organisation 

Need to firm up a team to run the Newman Hilly 5 (15th July).  

 Maypole may be ok to host the presentation AC & GP to investigate.  

 

ACTION AC MC NH 

ACTION AC GP 

11.1 Newman Hilly 5  -  

Nicola Hopkinson is doing the entries. Joe Sheehan will be asked to do the 
results. Robin Davis will be asked to organise the marshalls. AC to obtain   
permission from the Woodlands trust ( MC to forward contact details to AC) We 
need 4 people to do the recording and  the Time Keeping, suggestion of asking 
Paul Emery. Volunteers need to be asked. 

 Matt Yates is not definite to give out the prizes on the night.  

Jan Newman’s wife will be asked to come along and present the prizes. EF to 
contact her. 

It was decided that numbers will be ordered from MC’s contact, 1000 with num-
ber and Ilford AC only so we can use at any future events. 

Race limit will be 250, cash prizes as usual. 1st £30, 2nd £20,3rd £15. Vets 
prizes  £20 (Men 30, 40 & 50 age groups. Ladies, 35,45,55) 

NC & Pam Jones will donate chewy bars. NC & DC will donate the water. EF to 
donate bottles of wine for Team prizes. 

Commemorative T-shirts will be priced at under £5 each. Pre-paid entrants will 
receive a T-shirt. Entries on the night will be £7 and £9 but no T-shirt.  

NC had been asked about hiring some portaloos for the event—it was deemed 
as too expensive for the Hilly 5 and would increase the entry fee further. 

 

 

ACTION MC, AC, NH 

 

 

ACTION GF 

ACTION EF 

 

 

 

ACTION NH,NC,DC,EF  

11.2 IAC 10 mile Cross Country 

We  need to get a 10 mile organisation committee together and a date. Sugges-

tion from Bill Green that this be a race for Kevin Newell. This was ap-
proved. Promotion will start after the Hilly 5 is out the way. 

 

ACTION MC & All? 

12 Media & Publicity 

Nothing to report MC does a great job submitting all news that he re-
ceives. 

 

 

13 Track Portacabin  

 The walls are damp and starting to rot and the heating doesn’t work in the 
ladies at Edgars. Steve Andrews( who worked at Chigwell Row) may be able to 
give us a quote for the repairs needed. GP and Les Hislop are both unable to 
continue organising the repairs. AC offered to research  possible workman to 
rectify the portacabin problems. Robin Davis was suggested as someone that 
could possibly be around to let the workmen in . 

 

 

ACTION AC 

 

14 

Presidents Evening  

GP is awaiting a refund of non attendees from the Police club before 
the accounts are finalised. Future events could  be in a different format. 

 

ACTION GP, WC 
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Item Notes Action 

15 Newton academy  

No further details, take off agenda.  

 

 

16 Track work  

White lining—only part of the lines have been repainted. The surface of 
which is slippery and the work is also sub-standard".  

 

 

ACTION AC 

17 Track Etiquette— When is Andy Jones visiting AC to check. Vision 
should be requested to put out a guidelines notice for all on track nights. 

 All new members are sent the 17 point Track Etiquette form when joining. 

 

ACTION AC 

 

ACTION NH 

18 Finance report – as submitted by WC. There were no questions.   

19 Correspondence—none received  

20  AOB -Essex Endurance Meeting 

MC attended, declined on our behalf staging the Vets & younger Athletes 
Champs, as IAC unable to host both. 

 

20.1 AOB -Subs Payment Walking Section 

Francisco Reis has still not resigned form IAC. The meeting felt this is now 
for SCVAC to take up as Francisco has joined them as First claim. 

 

 

20.2 AOB - 

In response to GF email re: help for transport to Southern League Meet-
ings. Victoria, Jeffrey, & Inspired by Sports emailed a reply which was dis-
cussed. 

Committee were generally unhappy about the insulting tone of the email 
received and the fact that "club business" had been put in the public do-
main. AC stated that he had severely admonished Jeffery for this. MC had 
replied to IBS with a more accurate account of the facts as they stood 
which had the full committee support. 

After discussion it was agreed that the youngsters would only have to pay 
£5 towards the cost, This would be reviewed on an ongoing basis. 
There will be an expectation that the team travel by public transport to the 
meeting at Parliament Hill Fields. 

AC to email IBS (Victoria  and Jeffery) asking for a response to MC's email 
together with informing them of the decisions made above. 

Committee will monitor the whole situation meeting by meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTION AC 

  

Date of next meeting.  

Thursday 18th June, at Chigwell Row 8pm. 

 

   


